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About This Game

A keenly dark twist on the traditional murder mystery setting, The Deed is an Adventure/RPG game about getting away with
murder.

Arran Bruce, the rightful heir to Dunshiel House, returns to his family home after discovering that his abusive father has
decided to disinherit him from his Will in favour of his sadistic, deranged young sister. In a fit of anger and greed, Arran has
decided to remove his sister from the equation in order to restore his own inheritance. Can he manage to get away with such a

foul deed?

Meet the Family:
Explore Dunshiel House and encounter Arran's twisted, dysfunctional family and their servants. Take care, though -
everything that you say or do can have an impact on the outcome of The Deed!

Choose the Weapon:
A rope, a candlestick or good old-fashioned rat poison? There are many household items that can be put to a dark and
nefarious use. Choose carefully from ten possible murder weapons, bearing in mind who might become a suspect as a
result of your selection.
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Plant the Evidence:
Father, mother, maid, butler ... any of these individuals could take the blame for your heinous act, if you can find the
right evidence, plant it in the right location and manage to raise the suspicions of the Inspector.

Face the Inspector:
When the deed is done, it's time to face the music and be interviewed by the wily, perceptive Inspector. Can you dodge
his questions and avert his suspicions? Will you walk away a free man? Many possible endings await ...
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Title: The Deed
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Pilgrim Adventures, GrabTheGames Studios
Publisher:
GrabTheGames, WhisperGames
Release Date: 23 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

English,Simplified Chinese
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This is the game that, in eighth grade, first taught me to feel real hate.. loser trash, get help. Awesome game. Good layout of
game. Shops, characters, dungeons etc. I hope they make Dark Quest 3..
⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀ᴡɪᴛʜ ᴀʟᴄᴏʜᴏʟ. ~. THis Game is fun but not by yourslef also i dont know if i have the
latest version people should play this it has funny running animation the vocies are pricless and theiris paint ball. for a one man
team i can only clap update and work on it mate it is really something that can be amazing. Shroud should play this game!. The
Developers abandoned the game.
Still very buggy.

It had good ideas but in the end its a worst XCOM 2 to be honest.. You should play this just for the artwork. Best $2 ever!
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I noticied that the weapons are different than the weapons from the other games and this game doesn't focus on graphics it
focuses on the comic aspect and i think that this game needs a prequel or a sequel.(SPOILER ALERT, I THINK) I allways
asked how did netricsa could talk and in this prequel or seqel maybe we will see. This game has the most levels of the series and
maybe that preqel or sequel may have many levels too. In rest cool idea and i really recomand this game. I know i'm
complicated, but i would like more weapons more bosses more story more content because the frachise is cool and when a
franchise is cool the fans want more. I am a fan of serious sam from age 5 . I give 10/10 for this game.. Best game about goats
of the year (GOATY)

Which suprisingly has more than one contender.. Ok, first, this is just straight up a ripoff of Tiny Bang Story. I saw an old post
where you said "you liked the game and made something similar" but ripping it off? I know a review is supposed to be a
seperate look at the two games, but because there's no mention anywhere of TBS to even aknowledge you took "a few ideas"
except for a forum post a year ago, i'm kinda :\ about it. I'd recommend to just play TBS

It's more brightly colored where TBS was more in pastel colors which is personally liked better but that is just a personal thing.
Even the pixelhunting is the same! The raspberry minigame was more enjoyable then the TBS butterflies. Obviously art,
characters, puzzles and gameplay are the same as TBS. Not sure what's up yet with the cutscene which could turn it to a parody
in the end but that's just the storyline being different and not the gp. Honestly at first I thought it was a commercial for some
phone game. What you can and can not open isn't intuitive. I personally found the puzzles too easy. The green wire puzzle was
particularly annoying because the wires basically just lock in place on the right position so you'd just click it till it locked itself
into the right position, so there is no puzzle there. There's a bunch of wires in the metal thing on the first screen which are
identical to wires you have to find, and when there's so much nitpicking going on with small stuff (like the metal bars) that's just
really annoying. I mean they were not hard to find in the end but I did spend some time clicking just in case one of them was
one I could pick up.

TL;DR some puzzles have problems and it's *literally* just The Tiny Bang Story but not as good

The rug gives you the OK sign. You did really, really well with the art and still good on ya for making it and trying your best!.
Greetings jung lad. Come and take a seat. I will tell you from a time of darkness...
It all took place in a world, similar to one we know, but different enough to be worth another story.
Were a handful of heroes gathered to defeat the evil sorcerer Zantor. For ages he dwelled in the darkness, raising his foul
minions unter his iront fist, and one after the other, free lands fall before him.
Mighty castles turned into lairs of terror, swarmed by his minions, til a few remaining heroes gathered:
The wild barbarian, the wise wizard, the studdy dwarf, the mysterious dark monk, the swift archer and the honorable knight.
Together, under the leadership of the barbarian warrior, they march towards the darkest of all places in the world: Zantors Keep.
Be the way were long and danger were everywhere. The first quest were easy, not more than a tutorial for the barbarian, who
were alone in the beginning, til the wizard found him and together, they did another quest. And another, and...
Reaching a village that no map knows, they realized the adventure has even just begun.
More enemies raised upon them, deadly traps waited patiently for their blood, and in every shadow, there were these eyes.
Watching, waiting.
The villagers had them welcome and here the heroes found, whatever they could need:
A blacksmith, crafting weapons and armor, even artifacts.
An old Woman, selling potions of strange herbs - useful, but unstable in quality.
A sage of the old realms, who tought our heroes to master her abilities.
A Merchant, buying juwels and items the heroes didn't need anymore.
And the gravedigger, who could even brought back the dead (and were the richest men in town).
The tavern provided a rest for the wounded, while the brothel...well :)

And there he were. The eldar. A strange old man, who sent for the barbarian and his mates.
He gave them advice and - more important - quests.
Rescue the dwarf he said, for the dungeons get bigger and harder as you proceed, and 2 heros soon won't be enough.

The tale seems simple young lad, but you surely will be entertained well. The fights were simple, the graphic and sound
nostalgic. The devs of the kingdom were busy these days, even in the forums, what is always a good sign.
Go now, adventurer. Go for the honor, for the gold and get your own tale to tell....
. I spent hours to get the achivements, which I never do. Only to find out before I finished the game getting 500 population and
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the using the portal to leave the island that I have no coal for some reason. The coal is needed to make tools which seem to be
required to pickup the coal near the mine. I watched as my people starved to death and the undead climed to the hundreds. I sat
and watched as every single person died....I finally figured out how to get enough food to even be able to play as the chicken + -
gets pretty confusing the first play though. Thanks for making a game that let me die alittle inside.. Don't buy this. The devs
don't care about Magicka, so they wont fix any of the game breaking glitches (games crashing, unable to actually start the game,
no MP working etc).. Lot of fun. The music is great, and I love the different weapons. Death happens easily, but it's not painful.
My only complaint is that more people aren't playing it -- it's hard to find a game to join.. This game is mother trucking amazing
. Combat is too easy, mostly just a waiting game. That's all there is in the beginning, especially in the tutorial. By the way, I
never could figure out how to capture the dungeon heart in the tutorial, so I didn't even complete that part of the game! Too
boring and kinda confusing at times. Don't buy this game.. This is not a great game.

Executioner:
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=834432928

Upcoming Boss found in the dungeons.. Update - 0.6.7:
Version 0.6.7
- Made some improvements in the editor for prefab spawning.
- Improved tutorials in village.
- Fixed an issue with the gravedigger becoming available earlier than expected.
- Fixed an issue with equiped artifacts still being visible in the shop.
- Added some mouse over highlights on the village conversation buttons.
- Made some changes in the bonus room.
- Certain maps like bonus room can only be played once.
- Improved some black walls that previously left some gaps on the screen.
- Fixed some wall issues behind the red gates on various levels.
- Readjusted blob shadow of orcs.
- Improved visual feedback when testing courage, perception, sanity
- Fixed an issue with a music track not streaming properly and causing a hickup at loading.
- Fixed a problem with music changing track when you would alt-tab.
- Decreased dwarf block chance by 1.
- Added more sounds.
- Fixed some issue with potions and artifacts graying out after using a power.
- Reduced resoultion and memory size of inferno spell effect
- Fixed some issues in the dwarf scene.
- You can now right click at any time on a character to see their stats.. v0.8.6 - Custom Map improvements, 4 new character
models:
∙ Added 3 new monsters (Evil Sorcerer, Executioner, Butcher)
∙ Added new hero, the Archer. (Only available in the editor for now)
∙ Fixed a crash happening with custom maps at loading.
∙ Fixed some UI showing at main menu when it should wait until you entered the village.
∙ Custom maps when completed are now marked as completed.
∙ All progress from custom maps marked as 'campaign' in the editor will be saved in your profile same as official quests.
  It is highly recommended you play custom campaign maps on a separate profile for best experience.
∙ Improved tooltip information for custom maps.
∙ Fixed a crash related to PvP custom maps.
∙ You can set a custom map to require completion of another quest. This allows the creator to make several quests that the
player must complete in sequence.
∙ Opening the minimap now centers to the current room you are in.
∙ Slightly reworked attribute tests for sanity, perception courage traps. Only the first hero to walk in will test their attribute and
then the trap disappears. It is possible to change that in the editor for different behavior.
∙ Improved scrolling of minimap
∙ Fixed an issue with the minimap not scrolling in the editor.
. Update - 0.6.8:
Version 0.6.8
- Added additional sounds.
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- Orc shamans now use lighting bolt projectile.
- Fixed some text errors in the perception tutorial UI.
- Dwarf fortify now works only for the position casted, if the dwarf moves the spell breaks.
- Fixed a bug with character moving through the blocked paths.
- Fixed a bug with iron helmet that would trigger when it shoudn't.
- Fixed an issue with the exit gate in knight guardians being in wrong position.
- Divine shield now dispels when you change a room.
- Divine shield can no longer be casted twice on same target.
- Made some visual updates in the second map.
- Goblin witch attack is now considered range.
- Fixed an animation issue with divine shield when steping into a trap.
- Leave party icon no longer shows at main menu if you accept party before entering village.
- Fixed a text corruption issue at village.
- Fixed a camera stuttering issue when the game would start in some levels.. Update - 0.7.0:
Version 0.7.0
- Improved user experience in editor with creating and updating maps on steamworks.
- Fixed some typo in the spells tutorial text.
- Perception tutorial now shows up at room 2 of level 1 and removed from second map.
- Added new tutorial when entering the village.
- Fixed an issue with the COURAGE tutorial not triggering if you succeded in the test.
- Updated some character profile text.
- Fixed a couple of types in the gravedigger (Thanks Urko!)
- Fixed a bug with the invisible cutscene trigger that would stop a character's movement.
- You now have to 'Right Click" an object in the editor to see its properties.
- Removed some unused options in the editor.
- Reworked how you connect rooms in the editor.
- The help in the editor now offers some tips on how to use the editor.
- Tooltip now shows if its a skill or ability.
- Updated tornado tooltip.
- You can now play custom maps, speak to the elder about it.. v1.0.1 - Dwarf find gold is party aura, chat disabled, fixed
some crashes and bugs and added some sfx:
∙ Fixed a bug with mass bless staying active for the remaining of the dungeon.
∙ Fixed a text cut off that would happen on some computers on the abandon quest screen.
∙ Fixed some spelling mistakes in the village.
∙ Wizard frozen is now a single target spell, comes with charges.
∙ Fixed a crash in the castle of doom with pit traps.
∙ Fixed a bug with ending a game through cutscene that could result in the quest ending twice giving you twice as many rewards.
∙ You can now disable the auto-follow camera when monsters play.
∙ Chat Removed
∙ Fixed an issue in the editor that would not show all your custom maps from steam workshop.
∙ Added several new sound effects.
∙ Fixed a bug with armaggedon that could freeze the game.
∙ Fixed an issue with the secret teleporter trigger not changing the scene.
∙ Heroes now have increased "unlimited" movement out of combat.
∙ Dwarf gold digger is now a party aura and yields less gold.
∙ Made some small changes in the tutorial map layout along with some tutorial text changes.
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